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Reform of Cuba’s dual 
currency system, salaries, and 
prices to start on 1 January  
 
The Cuban government has announced that the unification of 
its present dual currency system will begin on 1 January 2021. 
The exchange rate will be CUP24 to US$1 and as previously 
announced, the convertible peso, the CUC, will be abolished.  
 
Speaking on Cuban television and radio, Cuba’s President, 
Miguel Díaz-Canel, sitting alongside Raúl Castro the First 
Secretary of the Cuban Communist Party, said that the 
conditions and all the necessary legal requirements are in place 
to begin a process that will see a new exchange rate, and 
remove “excessive subsidies” to industries. At the same time, he 
also announced a significant increase in income to enable 
Cubans to address the expected prices rise as the effects the 
devaluation are felt. 
 
Noting that the process of monetary reordering (Ordenamiento 
Monaterio) “is of transcendental importance” and will have “a 

transversal impact on the entire economy", he said that the process will enable the country to be better 
able to transform its economic and social model, “guaranteeing all Cubans more equal opportunities”…. 
“not through egalitarianism, but by promoting interest in and motivation for work”.  
 
Observing that the task is not without risks, he warned that inflation could be higher than expected as 
a consequence of the supply deficit the country is experiencing. To address this, the President said, 
“abusive and speculative prices will not be allowed” and that there will be “containment measures and 
severe penalties for non-compliance”. He reiterated that “no one will be left helpless” and that the 
process will be undertaken based on maintaining national unity. 
 
In his remarks Díaz-Canel stressed that an important component of the change would be for Cuba’s 
business system to “fully exercise the powers that have been granted” and to ensure that workers 
benefit from their company’s success. 
 
It was also announced that: 
 

• There will be a six-month period during which the CUC may be exchanged for the CUP at the 
new rate whether in cash or in a bank account; 

• State salaries, pensions and social assistance benefits will rise as of 1 January; 
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• Salaries will be set at a minimum of CUP2,100 and a maximum of CUP9,510 based on the number 
of hours worked, but workers in special categories with higher educational qualifications, in 
certain locations, and who meet other specialist criteria including those in health care will receive 
additional income; 

• The minimum age-related and total disability pension will be set at CUP1,528 with upward 
variations;  

• All state-contracted employment related to foreign investment where the salary paid in CUP is 
set by agreement between the Cuban employing entity and the company cannot be less than 
that corresponding to each position in the current salary scale agreed with the joint venture; 

• There will be new arrangements for the payment of those in specialist roles such as journalism, 
cadres of the Communist Party, workers in science, technology and innovation, high-
performance athletes, for the arts, and in the Mariel Special Development Zone;  

• After unification, the sale of regulated food products and medical supplies will be maintained 
through the supply book, but commercialisation will continue for items in the standard family 
basket with subsidies being gradually reduced;  

• Modifications will be made to taxation on salaries above a certain amount and more generally 
to support the country’s social security system. 

 
The announcements follow recent decisions to decentralise control over state enterprises enabling 
them to control up to 80% of their export earnings in exchangeable currencies, new measures to 
encourage foreign investment (see story below), and the encouragement of linkages between state and 
non-state enterprises to enable import substitution and to encourage exports. 
 
The decision to finally unify the currency represents the first official devaluation of the peso since the 
Cuban revolution took place in 1959. What has become clear through multiple government statements 
beginning early in 2020 is that the process is being used to undertake several long overdue economic 
reforms recognised by most Cuban economists as being necessary to create an efficient socialist market 
economy. 
 
The acknowledged danger in a socially planned economy is, however, price inflation and unemployment 
if, as subsidies end, continuing shortages in supply force newly uncontrolled prices upwards. To try to 
address this, Government has decided to increase significantly state salaries and pensions and 
incentivise Cuba’s underemployed and unemployed to work. However, what is far from clear is how 
some presently subsidised state companies and their employees will cope if after a year’s grace period 
the enterprise is not profitable and must close. 
 
US sanctions, inefficiencies caused by Cuba’s largely unreformed state planning system, indebtedness, 
the import of at least half of what the economy requires in the way of fuel, food, and inputs suggest 
that turning the economy around will be challenging and require a high degree of flexibility, 
responsiveness, and continuing public consent for the changes to proceed smoothly and succeed. 
 

Malmierca says state participation in most joint 
ventures no longer required  
 
Cuba’s Minister of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment, Rodrigo Malmierca, has announced that the 
previous requirement that the State participates in joint ventures in tourism, biotechnology and the 
wholesale trade will be abolished. The decision eliminates an important barrier to foreign investment 
in Cuba. 
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Addressing virtually the country’s 2020 Business Forum which replaced FIHAV 2020, cancelled because 
of the pandemic, Malmierca said the requirement will only be retrained for extractive industries and all 
public services. In his remarks, the minister said that in future “projects can have an equitable or even 
minority participation from the Cuban side". 
 
No detail was provided as to when the necessary regulations will enter into force. The announcement, 
in part, is an indication of the limited financial capacity the Cuban state now has for investment. It is 
expected to see an increase in overseas interest in both Cuba’s state and embryonic non-state sector 
and is likely to be encouraged especially in relations to the establishment of joint ventures with small 
state and non-state export-oriented enterprises and localised domestic suppliers.  
 
During his presentation, Malmierca indicated that some 503 projects were contained in the country’s 
new foreign investment portfolio, requiring US$12bn in total. The greatest number of these, 131, are in 
the tourism sector but other proposed projects relate to oil, energy, food, mining, and other sectors 
regarded as strategic to the economy. 
 
The 2020 event was unique in that it also involved representatives of the non-state sector who, in one 
panel, sat alongside officials from Mincex to discuss their experiences and the recent incorporation of 
the sale of their products and services overseas. Earlier this year, government announced that non-
state enterprises are being encouraged to buy inputs and sell overseas through identified state 
intermediaries. The latest announcement implies that Mincex may have an additional role of fostering 
foreign investment in non-state entities. 
 
During his presentation, Malmierca said that since October 2019 Cuba had attracted US$1.9bn in 
foreign investment through 34 projects. This, he said, was despite US sanctions and the pandemic, but 
noted that the country needed to raise about US$2bn per annum to support recovery and growth. The 
Mariel Special Development Zone (ZEDM), he said, saw more than US$730.5m in new investment during 
2020. The Cuban media reported that the virtual conference was attended by 1,306 foreign participants 
from 104 countries. Cuba hopes that it will be possible to resume FIHAV in 2021. 
 

Cuba 

• Cuba’s candidate vaccines undergoing overseas trials. Cuba’s candidate COVID-19 vaccines 
Soberana 01 and 02 are undergoing clinical trials abroad as well as in Cuba according to the Director 
of the Finlay Vaccine Institute, Vicente Vérez. Quoting Vérez, Prensa Latina said that phase III of the 
vaccine efficacy studies will be carried out both in Cuba and abroad. It did not indicate the countries 
involved. Cuba also has two other candidate vaccines undergoing trials, Mambisa and Abdala, both 
developed by the Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology. 
 

• Nickel and Cobalt meet overall 2020 production target. A meeting in Moa between Deputy Prime 
Minister and politburo member Ramiro Valdés, and executives in the nickel and cobalt sector has 
confirmed, according to Cuban reporting, that in 2020 more than 50,000 tons of nickel are expected 
to be produced despite US sanctions and the pandemic. The outcome includes production at the 
Comandante Pedro Sotto Alba-Moa Nickel SA plant, a joint venture with Sherritt International of 

The Caribbean Council is able to provide further detail about all of the stories in Cuba Briefing.  If 
you would like a more detailed insight into any of the content of today’s issue, please get in touch  
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Canada which exceeded its production targets, offsetting shortfalls at the state-owned Commander 
Ernesto Che Guevara plant which is partially being upgraded. 
 

• Most Cuban provinces now in ‘new normal’ phase of pandemic recovery. Cuba’s high level 
temporary work group for the prevention and control of the pandemic has approved the province 
of Sancti Spíritus being returned to the ‘new normal’ phase of recovery. Its municipality of 
Cabaiguán, however, remains in Phase 3. It has also been decided to start de-escalation in Pinar del 
Río. Although the province generally, as well as the municipality of Pinar del Rio, remain in a phase 
of limited endemic transmission, other municipal areas are in earlier stages of recovery. 12 
provinces and the Isla de la Juventud are designated as being in the new normal phase, while Havana 
and Ciego de Ávila remain in Phase 3 of recovery. 
 

• Communist Party awards social sciences degrees for first time. For the first time, nineteen 
Cuban Communist Party schools have graduated cadres or small groups of activists, with diplomas 
in social sciences. The schools prepare individuals for participation in roles that will see them 
operate as the highest and most strategic levels of Cuba. The graduation ceremony saw recognition 
go to groups from municipal and provincial party schools, the Union of Young Communists, the 
Central de Trabajadores de Cuba, the National Association of Small Farmers, and the Committees 
for the Defence of the Revolution. 
 

• Post office defends its workers against criticism. The Cuban post office (Correos de Cuba) has 
made an unusual intervention in defence of its workers against online criticism. Its Directorate of 
Institutional Communication has refuted “the not inconsiderable number of accusations” in emails 
and on social networks accusing its workers of being "thieves, criminals, profiteers” in relation to the 
delivery of parcels that are sent from abroad. The Post Office said that the comments were “totally 
unfair” and that its workers “are, as a rule, honest, honest, humble, industrious people”. 
 
Accepting that there may be a few who are not, the Post Office assured users that when such events 
occur, they are rigorously investigated, and impunity is not allowed. Some of the public concern 
appears to have arisen from a decision by the Post Office not to include the weight of a package in 
its service tracker. The defensive statements indicated the growing impact of Cubans access to social 
media to indicate their concerns about sub-standard service and inequity. 
 

• Year ahead ‘one of challenges’. President Díaz-Canel has said that 2021 will be a year of 
“challenges for Cuba” but also one for “improvement, dialogue, and continuity in line with the 
(economic) transformations agreed”. Speaking during a meeting with the authorities in Havana, he 
said that Cubans “cannot be naïve” when they learn of the existence of those wanting the country’s 
revolution to collapse. Alleging that the US had attempted a ‘soft coup’ but had failed, he said that 
such provocations will continue, according to the website of the Presidency (Background Cuba 
Briefing 7 December 2020). 
 

• Rodríguez calls for digital mobilisation against the US. Cuba’s Foreign Minister, Bruno Rodríguez, 
has called for digital “political and social mobilisation” to “face the escalation of aggression 
orchestrated by the United States”. Writing on Twitter, he denounced attempts to destroy the social 
consensus in Cuba "through lies, misinformation, decontextualisation and hyperbole” in relation to 
the country’s problems. Cuba believes itself to be the target of a media war mainly developed as a 
US mechanism of subversion through indirect intervention. 
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• Cayo Largo’s airport reopens. The 'Vilo' Acuña airport serving the southern resort area of Cayo 
Largo has opened to international flights and tourists. Cayo Largo has more than a thousand rooms 
in four hotel facilities belonging to the Cuban hotel group Gran Caribe. 

 
 
United States 

• Kozak speaks about Cuban reaction to San Isidro protests and Venezuela. Michael Kozak, the 
US Undersecretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, has criticised what he described as "the 
harassment and surveillance of activists” involved the San Isidro protests about creative freedoms 
in Cuba (background Cuba Briefing 7 December 2020). Speaking during a 9 December virtual press 
briefing on US concerns about human rights in Cuba, he said that the Cuban government had 
reneged on the commitments it had made to meet with many of those protesting. In statement that 
largely reiterated the Trump administration’s policy towards Cuba he said that the US had been glad 
to see “the strong international response” in the European Parliament, by the Czech and Dutch 
governments, and by international organisations. Speaking about future relations with Cuba, Kozak 
said: “Respect for the human rights of Cubans must remain the key aim of US engagement with 
Cuba. And until Cuba ceases treating Venezuela like a colony, the issues of Cuba and Venezuela 
cannot be treated separately. Our increasingly targeted approach to sanctions in Cuba is designed 
to further those aims while simultaneously enhancing the ability of the Cuban people to pursue 
political, economic, and social goals of their own independent of the regime”. 
 
In answer to other questions relating to Venezuela and the presence of Cuban advisers there, Kozak 
said that the US and the international community “must take action to put an end to this intervention 
in Venezuela” as it had led “to the worst humanitarian catastrophe in our hemisphere”. On the 
subject of the decision by Western Union to close its money transfer operation is Cuba (Cuba Briefing 
2 November 2020) Kozak said that the company was free to bank with somebody other than 
FINCIMEX, a military related institution, if Cuba allowed it. 
 

• Rubio says next US President must not revert to Obama era policies. In an early indication of 
the likely line that influential figures in the Republican Party will take on Cuba once the US President 
Elect, Joe Biden, takes office, Senator Marco Rubio writing in the Miami Herald has said that the next 
President should reverse the policies of the Obama presidency. ‘A more responsible policy towards 
Cuba’, he wrote ‘would follow in the footsteps of President Trump and advance policies meant to 
protect the fundamental rights of Cubans. In the coming years, that will particularly mean working 
to promote internet access on the island, so Cubans are better connected with independent sources 
of information’.  
 
Rubio went on to suggest that there should also be a ‘commitment to securing compensation for 
Americans who had their property wrongfully stolen’. He also said that the Biden administration 
should ensure ‘that nations currently engaged in activities that constitute the human trafficking of 
Cuban medical professionals’ should ‘directly contract and fully compensate those individuals, as 
well as abide by all international labour standards and protocols’. Rubio, a Cuban American, who 
has been influential in designing US’s Cuba policy during the Trump administration said that the 
Biden administration’s Cuba policy ‘will be a test to prove how they truly prioritise “values” in US 
foreign policy’.  

 
 
Canada 
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• Major Canadian tour operators resume services. Sunwing, Transat, Hola Sun/Caribe Sol and Air 
Canada Vacations are to resume or expand their flights to Cuban tourism destinations including 
Varadero and Cayo Santa María this month, according to Cuba’s ambassador in Ottawa, Josefina 
Vidal, writing on Twitter. Sunwing said that it is expected to add Varadero this month to its network 
of destinations from Toronto and Montreal. Transat is also expected to resume services from 
Toronto and Montreal, while Hola Sun/Caribe Sol, will offer vacations using the new low-cost carrier 
OWG with two weekly flights to Cayo Santa María from the same Canadian cities. Air Canada 
Vacations is also to launch a further Cuba service to Cayo Santa María.  with additional departures 
from Toronto and Montreal. The resumption of services by Canada’s largest tours operators has 
been welcomed by Cuban officials. 

 
 
Europe  

• UK-Cuban joint venture hopes Jusvinza may be used by UK’s Health Service. The chair of 
BioFarma Innovations, the UK peer, Lord David Triesman, has said that he believes that many lives 
could be saved in Britain if the UK were to use proven bio-pharma products produced by Cuba to 
combat COVID-19. Speaking in a virtual seminar organised by the Cuban Chamber of Commerce 
and the UK’s Department for International Trade on the opportunities for Cuban biotech medicines, 
he said that a Cuban developed therapeutic alternative, Jusvinza, “could change the world”. The bio-
pharma product reduces the immune response and mortality risks in seriously ill patients affected 
by the coronavirus by controlling hyperinflammation. BioFarma Innovations is an Anglo-Cuban joint 
venture established to bring biopharma products to the UK, Europe, and the countries of the 
Commonwealth, and to create facilities for clinical trials. Triesman said that he hoped to introduce 
Cuban medicines into the recovery protocols developed by the UK’s National Health Service for 
Covid-19. 
 

• Cuba to participate in climate ambition meeting. President Díaz-Canel participated in the UN led 
Summit on Climate Ambition 2020, an event being held virtually under the Chairmanship of the UK. 
The event which is seen as being preparatory for the delayed global summit COP26 which will now 
take place in Glasgow in December 2021, is expected to see many countries commit to specific 
carbon reduction commitments and their approach to mitigation, adaptation, and financing.  
 

• Virgin Voyages hoping Biden administration will allow sailings to Cuba. Tom McAlpin, the 
President and CEO of Virgin Voyages, has said that the company hopes that the incoming US 
administration will reopen the possibility of sailings resuming from the US to Cuba. Speaking at the 
International Cruise Summit in Madrid, he told participants the line hoped to be back in Cuba as it 
was an ideal destination for cruise ships based in South Florida. He observed that until a vaccine for 
COVID-19 was widely available, US based cruise lines were likely to see the greatest demand among 
cruise passengers for travel to ports close to home. “We are optimistic about Cuba. I think it is a 
great opportunity for the entire industry”, McAlpin told the meeting. 
 

• Online platform established to support German-Cuban environmental co-operation. Cuba 
and Germany have established an online platform with the objective of connecting Cuban and 
German business and science entities working on environmental technology issues. The German-
Cuban Alliance for Sustainable Development in the Environmental sector will be used to promote 
scientific and academic exchange on environmental issues, particularly climate change. The 
initiative forms a part of the work of the German Office for the Promotion of Trade and Investments 
in Cuba and has been developed in conjunction with the Ministry of Science, Technology and 
Environment (Citma). Speaking recently in a videoconference, the German Secretary of State at the 
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Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Florian Pronold, said 
Germany was also interested in sharing with Cuba its experience in recycling, water treatment and 
solid waste. 

 
 
The Americas 

• CARICOM-Cuba summit rejects US pressure on Cuban medical support. The seventh Cuba 
CARICOM summit held virtually has expressed in a final declaration the regional body’s wiliness to 
‘continue to receive Cuban medical cooperation’ and ‘reject any attempt to discredit, distort or 
disrupt Cuban medical assistance’. The language chosen is a sharp rebuff to attempts by the Trump 
Administration to have CARICOM nations and others globally reject Cuban medical assistance. The 
final communique also noted that Cuba had provided important aid to the region and to Caribbean 
healthcare system particularly during the pandemic. The summit recognised the importance of the 
promotion of sustainable tourism as a key to economic development in the Caribbean region and 
agreed to work to implement past agreements on multi-destination tourism. 
 
Speaking at the opening of the summit, President Díaz-Canel, said that despite the difficult economic 
conditions Cuba and the region were going through, Cuba remained willing ‘”to cooperate modestly 
with our Caribbean brothers”. Cuba would, he said, do so in the sphere of public health, by sharing 
experiences, contributing advice in the epidemiological field, maintaining scholarships in medicine 
and other specialties, and providing support personnel in relation to COVID-19. He also identified 
other areas for closer cooperation including the teaching of Spanish and English, the mitigation of 
natural disasters, and climate change. In his remarks Díaz-Canel also spoke about the importance 
of identifying niche opportunities for trade and proposed strengthening business incentives to 
encourage trade. More generally, he confirmed Cuba’s support for CARCOM’s calls for the review 
and modification of the World Bank’s “graduation” criteria for the receipt of Official Development 
Assistance, and regional concerns about being included in lists of non-cooperative tax jurisdictions. 
The summit was co-chaired by the Prime Minister of St Vincent, Ralph Gonsalves, the current Chair 
of CARICOM, 
 
The full text of the final declaration can be found at: https://caricom.org/final-declaration-of-the-7th-
caricom-cuba-summit-meeting/ 
 

• President Maduro congratulated on outcome of elections. Cuba’s political leadership has 
congratulated Venezuela’s President Nicolas Maduro on his party’s electoral victory in the recently 
held elections for the country’s National Assembly. The message sent jointly by Raúl Castro in his 
capacity as First Secretary the Communist Party, and President Díaz-Canel, praised Maduro and the 
electorate’s ‘democratic and participatory sense in the face of the onslaught of imperialism’. 
Venezuela’s United Socialist Party and allied parties took 67% of seats in the National Assembly in 
an election not seen as legitimate by the Washington, the EU, and many Latin American countries. 
Much of the opposition boycotted the poll. 
 

• Cuba says stranded migrants in Guyana may return home. Cuba has said that it is willing to 
receive Cuban migrants who are in Guyana on an undocumented basis, if they wish to return. The 
statement followed inter-governmental exchanges about the situation of Cuban nationals who have 
travelled legally to Guyana and are either within the country or who had left to work in Suriname 
but are now stranded on the border which is closed for public health reasons. A statement published 
by the Cuban Embassy in Georgetown said that the situation had arisen because of the US 
requirement that Cuban citizens who wish to migrate to the US must travel to Georgetown to apply 
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for a visa, and the Trump Administration’s failure to comply with previously negotiated migration 
agreements with Cuba. 
 

• Cuban migrants stranded on Suriname-Guyana border. Suriname’s Foreign Affairs Minister, 
Albert Ramdin, has said that his government is concerned about the fate of some 500 Cuban 
migrants stranded close to the border with Guyana in the hope of crossing with the intention of 
travelling to the US. The mass exodus of Cubans who had been working locally was reported in 
Suriname as reflecting a belief that US President-elect Joe Biden will relax Washington’s presently 
hard-line immigration policies. Suriname has raised the issues with the OAS, CARICOM, and the UN. 
Ramdin said that Suriname would provide the migrants with shelter, food, and medical assistance.  

 
 
Rest of the World  

• Díaz-Canel confirms intention to deepen relations with Eurasian Economic Union. Addressing 
a meeting of the Eurasian Economic Union by video conference, President Díaz-Canel has confirmed 
Cuba’s ‘political will to open up greater opportunities for trade, investment and cooperation’ with its 
members, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Armenia. According to Cuba’s state media 
he told the meeting that Cuba’s interest was in strengthening bilateral relations and exploring the 
potentialities of a closer relationship. An earlier meeting highlighted possible co-operation in health, 
biotechnology, and biopharmaceuticals.  

 
 
Cuba Briefing is taking its usual Christmas and New Year’s Break. The next edition will be published 
on 4 January 2021 
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